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Abstract

The hospital is an organization that has branding strategy with a brand ertension of health seruices, as an effoft
to enhance its reputation in the community. Ihls sludy uses a qualitative multipte case study approach that
aims to identw and understand the dynamics of brand extension as a branding strategy ot the three hospitals
that issued the brand to improve its reputation. Tools fot the data col/ected usmg semr+tructured interuiews,
observation and document study to explore the branding strategr'es used rn the expansion of the brand. The
study involved three pivate hospitals type B in Yogyakarta that has a brand on the market. The resufts of data
analysis brand extension rb used as a b randing strategy has been able to enhance the reputation of a hospitat
for the better in sociefy Desprte the ma*eting dMsion is nothing new in the hospitat but the improvement,
expansion, creation and promotion of the hospital has been canied out. One is a bnnd extension to the
ertensions of health seruices are made based on the vision, mission, intemal strengfhs hospfials, and patient
expectations. Bnnd extension is pelormed also assrst and facilitate the hospitals for heafth care product
promotion sevices, so as to add a positive value for the hospital's reputation.

Kelwords: brand extension, branding strategy, reputation

Hospitals in lndonesia do not escape the changes affected local and global business environment, so the shift
from social agency to businesses (socio-economic) (Jacobalis, 2012).Ihe role of the hospital as an organization
that produces a wide range of producb for health services in strategic business units to meet the needs of the
community. Confirms that the changing role of hospitals also perform the function of marketing in various ways.
Ethical promotion of the hospital as a marketing strategy has been governed by Peraturan Rumah Sakit tndonesia
(PERSI). The PERSI is business ethics refers to the sludy of moral aspects of economic and business activities
(Jacobalis, 2012). These laws are set up on a marketing strategy that is allowed and not like as the use of media
for commercial interests.

The regulation bemmes the foundation of a hospital to do the marketing while promoting the social aspects
of public health. One of these hospitals is also doing a brand shategy with brand extension of the expansion of
health care services, as the attraclion of people to want to purchase medication and health care services. The
better public perception of a hospital, the more people are willing to go to the hospital. The existence of competition
and limitalions have been difficult for an organization launched a new brand, the organization is not just a brand
name and part of the product, but as an asset to the organization (Aaker, 1997). lt is closely related to hospital as
an organization that still emphasizes the social aspects based on the needs of public health services.

The difierence of hospitals types based on the function and purpose, change the orientation ofthe non-profit
lo proflt (socio-economic) then to the hospital also runs a business function (Jacobalis, 2012). Hospitals in the
hospital business function can not be separated on the business development strategy is mostly done by leveraging
the power of a corporate brand. The existence of a corporate brand will provide a great potential in providing i
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guarantee of success when expanding a business unit. Many mmpanies view the crucial role of mrporate brand
due to the needs of these three causes, namely: first, field service company in fact has the same produclbrand
with the corporate brand. Second, large companies that have lots of brand products requires a corporate brand that
serves as an umbrella brand that clearly communicates the corporate identity. Third, the principle of produclbased
brands are often unable to provide a satisfactory explanation related to the needs of brand extension and expansion
of business units that wanl to be done by a company (Estaswara, 201'l). Expansion of the brand is carried by the
hospital with its ability to explore the potential and the internal strength to provide health services to the mmmunity.
Hospitals that do usually do a brand extension on the extension lines of health care services that have its main
office of superior service.

Brand is already on the market is well known and provide a positive association of consumer thinking,
because with the popularity and the association may appoint a new product (Antonides and van Raal.i, 1998; Kotler
& Keller, 2012). Brand continues to be developed based on the positive experience of consumers, because not only
assess the brand alone but also to evaluate the organization behind the brand (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Hauser &
Wisniewski, 1982). The success ofthe organization brand building is the result of interaction between the consumer
and stakeholder influences the addition of a mmpany's brand equity, positive customer experience, brand strength
and greatness of a positive brand for the organization (Abimbola, 2009; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007). Aaker (1997),
Antonides and van Raaij (1998), Kotler and Keller (2012) adds that the brand extension can be looked from two
sides, namely the producers (as well as the skill transferability of assets) and the consumer side (complementarity
and substitution). Brand extensions can be said to be successful when a strong brand associations provide point
differentiator and advantages for the expansion, is able to form the core brand associations by issuing the core, to
avoid the negative associations and create brand recognition for consumers.

The successful marketing strategy is a reflection ofthe breadth ofthe process of an organization in maintaining
and motivating the organization's identity (Balmer, 2008; Brown,2005; Hatch & SchulE, 2003; K0fler,2004; Leitch
and lVotion, 1999). ldentity within the latter bemmes the company's markeling literature (Aaker, 1997; Balmer, 2008;
Brown, 2001; Beverland & Napoli, 2007; He and Balmer, 2006; Hatch & SchutL, 1997,2002, & 2003). Component
ofthe organizatton must be successful in anticipating, creating and innovating marketing on consumers' desire is to
be able to persuade and knowing consumer tastes (Abimbola, 2009; Abimbola & kocak, 2007, Antonides and van
Raaij, 1998; Otubanjo & l\rlelewar, 2007; Pifta and Katsanis , '1995). Azevado (2004) assume that the brand identity
shows the impact on the natural branding skategy for a company, because the positive plcture of the product brand
will be transferred to the place where the product is manufactured.

Some researches on brand extension or branding strategy have been done by many researchers. Research
Xie (2012) using a multiple case study approach with the accuracy of its lindings is the brand extension as a
way of running a branding strategy to achieve the target of a marketing company in general. Abimbola (2009)
describes in his research that brand, organizational identity and reputation seems appropriate to integrate the idea
of broadly based comprehensive approach that shows lhe importance and influence in determining the success of
the competition. Saftler, Volckner and Zatloukal (2002) study aims to determine the relationship between the initial
brand and category expansion compared with the initial brand quality as the most important factor lngenhoff and
Fuhrer (2010) the results of his research is the relationship of brand personality in the era of competition can help
achieve organizational success, emphasizing the characteristics, different competencies, and to borrow a relatively
different position.

Through various studies have been carried out they can be mncluded that the theme of brand extension as
a branding strategy to enhance the reputation of the organization is still likely to be developed and researched in
more depth. The results of this study are expected to be a reference and enrich the study of brand exlension as
a branding strategy in order to improve the reputation and mostly done by a marketoriented organization. Based
on the description of the background of the above problems, the formulation of research problems are: brand
extension that is used by hospitals as the ability to do a branding strategy for winning the competition in the market
by enhancing positive reputation.
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This stuoy a-s : :+1- -E :-: -^cestand the dynamics of the efforts of private hospitals type B in
Yogyakarta to e"a-= :-E -=:,-=':,- :':e orand extension as explore the understanding of branding strategies.
Thebenefitso'"esee-t-:+:=:a'iccatjonsofthisresearchisexpectedtoexplainthedynamics0fbranding
strategy baseo c' --:e==-,: -; :e rnarket strategy of brand extension and the reputation of the three private
hospitals of type E ' !Dgta€--a r'cv oing to understand ofthe brand extension asa marketing strategy undertaken
bythe hospita as a' ea: :: a!aot to changes and global competition. Practical benefit in this study is the result of
this study can ce Jse. as a 'e'erence for the company or hospital services that are undergoing or making changes
to the strategy oi ^creas rg reputation.

Brand Extension As Branding Strategy For lmproved Reputatlon
Shategy is he pattem of specific decisions and actions of managers who require basic skills to succeed

in competition and in contrast to competitors (Jones, 2007; Kotler, 2004; Kofler & Keller,2012; Letch & Motion,
'1999, Tosti, 2007). Jones (2007) describes the combination which commonly used business shategy of
an organizatlon are of two kinds, namely: low-cost business strategy and defferentiate products. Low-cost
business strategy is a plan for a company to produce goods and services with low prices for all consumers.
Meanwhilei'defferentiation of products are an organization plan to produce products with high prices and
quality are aimed at specific market segments (Jones, 2007; Kotler & Keller, 2012). Both the combination of
business shategy commonly used in the organization's shategy to create and develop the brand in the market.
The American Marketing Assocration (AMA) defines a brand as a name, symbol, term, logo, sign, design, or a
mmbination of everything, which are used to identily products or services are marketed and differentiated products
or services from a rival company.. A brand is a name, brand (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Antonides and van Raaij,
1998) or the promise offered by a producer or a consumer organization in which can be seen from the symbol, motto,
slogan, or product produced (Kottler & Keller, 2012 ). Brand himself is a product or service that has a difference
dimension with product design or other services to meet market needs. Difference of dimentions in the brand based
on functionality, rationality, or tangible form as a brand product display (Koftler & Keller, 2012), Branding success is
understood as the way an organization can develop an identity, and personality defferentiaton brand. Brand identity
is a unique set of brand associations in accordance with the willingness of management to create and maintain,
because the association is a consumer can directly associate with the organization's brand (Aaker, 1997;Aaker &
Keller, 1992; Aaker & Keller, 1990, Abimbola, 2009; Abimbola & Kocak , 2007; Barret, IyE & Venkateswarlu, 1999,
Ravasi & van Rekom, 2003). lt will be related to the brand image of a person's perception of the brand and reflects
the brand personality (Aake1 1997; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Azevedo, 2004, Diamantopoulus, Smith, & Grime,
2005).

Antonides and van Raaij (1998), Kotler and Keller (2012) defines brand extension is a manufacturer introduces
new products using the brand name. Brand extension according to Aaker (1997), Aaker and Keller (1990) is the
use of an established brand in a product class to enter another product class. Brand extension is the act of the
company to introduce its various product by using an existing brand product, that a different item but in the same
product category, The successful expansion of the brand is influenced by several favorable conditions, namely: the
flrst favorable existing schema, the schema associated with positive as in the formal category of brand authenticity.
Both favorable forward transfer, new product positively scheme as a whole. Last favorable backward transfer,
negative schema that should not be moved from existing products in new product or vice versa (Antonides & van
Raaij, 1998).

Expansion of the brand is a reflection of the characteristics, consequences and the original value of the
product or brand (Aaker & Keller, 1992;Antonides and van Raail, 1998; Kotler & Kellel 2012). Brand extension is
used by an existing brand name to introduce a new product is often referred to as a branding strategy (Antonides
& van Raaij, 1998; Kotler & Keller,2012; Sattler, Volckner & Zatloukal, 2002). Looks brand extension strategy is
beneficial because it would be more efflcient such as marketing, can reduce the cost of new product introductions
and increased opportunities for success (Aaker, 1997; Aaker & Keller, 1992, Antonides and van Raaij, 199g;
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Bridges, Keller & Sood, 2000; Kotler & Keller, 2012; Pilla and Katsanis, 1995). Aaker and Keller (1990) explains
that the brand extension is a natural strategy for the company that is growing and exploiting its assets.

ln general, the synergies can be divided into two categories (Antonides and van Raaij, 1998; Kotler & Keller,
2012): first, line extension which means that companies create new products using the old brand is present in
the parent brand, And second, category extension which means it uses the old parent brand to enter a product
category that is totally different from the parent brand category The success of brand exlension as one of the
marketing shategy is influenced by five factors: first, the acceptance of the synergies which assessed mnsume6
aware of certain associations that can link the original and extension product category by looking at the similarities
and the conclusion (Aaker & Keller, 1992; Banet, Lye, & Venkateswarhu, 1999; Hauser & Wisniewski, 1gg2;
Sattler, Volckner, & Zatloukal, 2002). Second, the similarity or the suitability of the level of consumer acceptance of
brand extension product in accordance with other products in its parent brand (Aaker & Keller, 'lgg0; Abimbola &
Kocak,2007; Andianto,2009; Dharmayanti, 2006; Saftler, Volckner, & Zatloukal, 2002, Summamis,2003). Third,
perceived reputation of the brand from consumen about the qualities associated with the brand (Aaker & Keller,
1990; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Hauser & wisniewski, 1982; Desai & Keller, 2002). The befter the reputation of
a company associated with quality products can increase the odds of getting a positive reaction from mnsumers
when a company launches a new product (Bridges, Keller, & sood, 2000; Dharmayanti, 2006; Kofler & Keller, 2012,
Pitta and Katsanis, 1995). Fourth, the perceived risk on the purchase of an object as the risk got the consummers.
There are two sections related lo the uncertainty due to errors and uncertainty of outcomes experienced by
consumers (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Sattlet Volckner, & Zatloukal, 2002). Finally the fifth, innovativeness as the
personal characteristics of individuals associated with lhe acceptance of one's will new ideas and willingness to try
custom and brand new (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Hem, de chernatony & lvenrsen, 200'1, schepers & van den Berg,
2007). Research questions that will dig in order to understand the dynamics of brand extension, namely:

The main question: Why and how is the process of designing a marketing strategy by taking into account the
expansion of branding (vision, mission, values and beliefs) and the customer needs?

Sub-question:
1. ls the expansion of health services that are used in accordance with the new service class in the hospital?2. ls the expansion of health services can add value to new service offerings hospital?
3. ls the expansion of health services to enhance the name and reputation of the hospital?

1. METHOD

Participants
The study involved three private hospitals in Yogyakarta as the Type B object of research are pKU

l\,luhammadiyah Yogyakarta, Panti Rapih, and Bethesda. The goal is lo explore and reveal the dynamics ofthe use
of brand extension shategies as branding strategies to increase the reputation ofthe three hospitils. Characteristics
of respondents as key informants from the marketing and public relations managers or hospital managerial, the
criteria used informants in this study were staffs of the department of marketing and public relations hosfital.

lnstrument
Retrieval of data in this study using indepth interviews that are semi-structured interviews, document review

and observation. The main data source of this research are those that act directly in the planning and product
marketing activities in the department of marketing or management. The data collected will be disiussed at the
respondent as a validation by means ofdata triangulation and member checking,
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Design of Resea':
rnrssi.:, -;::+=-.: =:.- = ?- aa'a. nterpret data and describe the results of all research findings.

Source of .rz' 
^- :...-.- ,-= - :- : :'--:r :e ccta ned by involving three private hospitals type B in yogyaka(a

thatdoaoqe=-::z-::r=-::-:s2:-siessstrategy.Longtimeofresearchdependsonmllectingimportant
informatrore a:+: :-: :-: =- -r:-:,, c' crand extension in each hospital. lmplementation is started with the
research pe-'r:-:-:-: -:::= a^r "formed consent of research on the part of respondents asa statement of
the avalab irr c::-::: :-:, :e ^'ormatlon.

Procedure
1. Prelim ra1 st ci a" l tra step in the organization by conducting interviews with the licensing of research

and r'ore: cc-se^r ,SJlana. 2007).
2. Analys s oi bran0 extension as a branding strategy to enhance reputation.
3, Validation of data analysis as a brand extension branding shategy to enhance the reputation made by the

hosp ta ancj agreed upon as the data in this study.
4. Descriptton of the dynamics of brand extension strategies as branding strategies to enhance the reputation,

a plcture of a marketing strategy by understanding the dynamics of the results of this study.

Analysis
Validation of data collected in this study used triangulation and member checking. The overall data obtained

in this study are processed using the analysis method of hiangulation, in a way described by category in the study
and interpreted the concept in general based on the cases studied (creswell, 1997; Dooley,2002; Neuman, 2006;
Stake, '1995). Member checking is used in case study research to ask participants to examine the respondent or
a rough draft wriften by the actions or words that have been featured participants (Creswell, 1997; Stake, 199S).
Overall analysis of the data were analyzed with the hiangulation of data to sharpen, to ensure the accuracy of the
data, and analysis to gain a thorough and appropriate based on the research objectives. Design on a multiple case
study analysis can be seen in Figure 1 . as a form of triangulation analysis of data (Dooley, 2002; Leonard, 2005).

Case Stcdy 1

Deskription of contextual
realitlee (various sources)

Evidenco gource:
lnterviews (3)
Markeling slrategy
dokument
Observations iphoto)

Caso Sfudy 2

Deskription of eonleXtual
realiiies (various sources)

EYidence sourca:
lnteNiews (2)
Ma.keting skategy
dokument
Observations (photo)

Case Study 3

Deskription of contextual
realities (vario*s sources)

Evidence source:
Interviews (2)
Marketing strategy
dokumenl
0bservations (photo)

ldultiple case study analysis: overall comparison

Figure 1. Design Analysisi of [/ultiple Study
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2, RESULTS

The dynamics of brand extension as a branding strategy by increasing lhe reputation of the three hospitals in
this study can be explained in Table 1. the following:

Table 1. Comparison of Hospital Branding

Branding
PKU Muhammdiyah

Panti Rapih Bethesda

Brand Strategic

Slogan "lebih dekat di hati

umat' as a helper human

misery and dakwah-

explicitly stated

Brand Extension 1. PKU territorial expansion

unit 2 at Wates.

2, lmprovement and quality

of health care facilities,
clinics flagship: the eye,
trauma and stroke centeB,
and KIA (Klinik lbu Anak).

3. PKU as a center of public

hospitals by improving
quality of service, PKU

Unit 2 developed "green

hospital".

4. Expansion of cooperation
with government agencies

or private.

5. Have 50 more machines
for hemodialysis,

Reputation Have better reputation

Patiens increased (70%-B0o/o

from target)

problems Lack support of intemal

communication systems,
have small parking area (pKU
center), the limitations of the
physical development of PKU
center.

Slogan "Peduli dai Kasih'
with Charolus Banomeus
(CB) care brand.

not explicitly but are latent in

civitahospital of Panti Rapih

1, lmprove the facilites and
the quality of health care
'one top service".

2. Have three flagship
clinic: KlA, Urology, and
0rthopedics.

3. Developed as a 'garden

hospital".

4. Expansion of cooperation
with various government

agencies or privale

5. Have the MRI machine.

Have better reputation

Patiens increased (2%-3%

achieved the target of 10%)

Lack support of internal
communication systems, still
looking for the righr marketing
formulation, the effectiveness
of marketing media only 8%.

Slogan "Tolong dulu uruan
belakan!' lrom helper and

speed

explicitly stated

1, lmprove facilities, speed,

and quality of health

services (nursing).

2. Has two flagship clinic:

Trauma and Stroke.

3. Shoke Centre was
developed by Bethesda

Center of lntegrated

Building mnstruction,
4. Expansion of

cooperation with various
government and pdvate

sectors.

5, 'Erkom" technology to
accelerate the delivery
of internal information.

Have better reputation

Patiens increased (70%-

80% from target)

Lack support of internal and
external communication

systems, lack of human
resources (HR) quality,

limitation financial of
marketing, and the
unreadiness of new product
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These trree -.sc= s 
== =:r- j -i re a dlfierent brand in accordance with tie values or their own slogan,

Each brand is able: :e : :n;-= 3j'ort he identlty of the three hospitals. They always change and also made
various imploverE':s i ?:e','c 'r3rcve the quality of health care services, They are not only have a role in

community sooa. !.: r':r a.e :'!sec.Ieo capable of are both perform lhe function and role of business in the
provision seMces T e€T s€^i ces

Business shategr.r ' a *?i hat trey do to explore and develop the potential of existing resources, of the
internal hospital o( see t'e crcotr,nrty of mmmunity needs for health care services. Business strategies they are
used can not be sepa'ated fr-or rhe branding that they build on the vision, mission, and beliefs of each hospital is
reflected in the siogar. motio. or rmaging them in the community. Not all of these three hospitals have a branding
strategy that ts expl:oty stated in its business strategy, such as the Panti Rapih even though does not explicitly
have the strategy branding but latently known to by civita hospitals, they realize the importance of consciousness
and development brand hospital. Three hospitals that make the brand extension are product expansion of health
services to have its main ofiice in the name of the brand, as they have superior clinical made based on internal
strengths and needs of the mmmunity.

Brand extensions are considered to be effective and facilitate the marketing of the hospital when they are
designed, created, managed and marketed their products with the brands have their main offices at the hospitals,
so they can be more easily accepted by society. Developmenl and expansion of heallh care services as a form
of brand extension both in quality and quantity of every hospital is not easy. The expansion requires a variety of
fundamental analysis as a mnsideration for determining the goals and objectives in achieving the target accuracy
of business. The basic analysis is used based on the achievement of annual targets in general and specifically
on clinical excellence, patient satisfaction analysis, pricing analysis and medical devices, analysis of the needs of
patients and various mnsiderations underlying the consideration of expansion of the hospital create its products.
Various efforts made by the hospital is an effort that aims to continuously improve the quality of health care services
as a form of strength and ability to be imaged out, so it will be perceived by the public with the growing reputation
in the mmmunity hospital. Quality of health care services by increasing the positive reputation in the hospital
can be seen in the ability of these hospitals have type B hospital accreditation, accreditation or quality of service
management systems like lS0 9001, and various other accomplishments achieved by the three hospitals. The
various achievements of the three hospitals to improve its reputation in the eyes of lhe community and facilitate
them to get help or investors willing to assist the development of the hospital. This is evident by the increasing
number of palients per year from the target market that has been delermined based on the large number of loyal
patients, increasing the percentage of new palients that come from cooperation with govemment agencies or
private, and individual patients.

The main barrier are the internal mnshaints of the hospital itself, namely: lack of qualified human resources
to support improved health and care services. Disadvantages of internal communication systems that are blocked,
too hierarchical, which is related to a lack of awareness of the medical policies friendly to the patient. Unreadiness
to launch a new product will reduce the hospital's reputation when it failed to perform the function of the product.

Limitations associated with the development of physical facilities and funding of the hospital. Various promotional

media used are considered less effective can aftract people to the hospital for treatment. The success of these
three hospitals to make the expansion of the brand with a range of superior products or product support, it was
realized that the hospital needs the moperation and good internal communication systems of internal or external.
So the three hospitals compete to continue improvement of human resources to obtain quality health care services
by being able to give excelent service and patient satlsfaction.
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3. DISCUSSION

The hospital is one form of organization that is engaged in the role and social funclioning is more emphasized.
So the success of brand extensions that do not regardless of the desire to fulfill the needs of health care services
optimally. The success of increasing the positive reputation of the three hospitals do with how the business as a
brand extension branding strategies that are adjusted to the vision, mission, beliefs or internal hospital patients'
needs. Results of previous studies also mentioned that it was impodant for an organization to mntinue to develop
and build brand reputation (Azevedo,2004) by developing business strategy marketing (Beverland, Napoli, &
Yakimoto, 2007), so as to reflect the identity of the organization (Abimbola & Kocak, , 2007).

The success of an organization in doing brand extension also reflects the quality of mre brand (Aaker &
Keller, 1992), the quality of the communication strategies that are used either internally or externally (Bridges,
Keller, & Sood, 2000; Leitch and Motion, 1999), the success of branding strategy is applied (Desai & Keller, 2002),
and public acceptance as a form of positive assessment on the product (Aaker & Keller, '1990; Barret, Lye, &
Venkateswarlu, '1999; Dharmayanti, 2006, He and Balmer,2005; Sattler, Volcknel & Zafloukal,2002). Expansion
of the brand is carried by them is more the expansion of the hospital by creating new products using the old brand
is present in the parent brand (Antonides and van Raaij, 1998, Kotler & Keller, 20'12) from the hospital. But the
success ofthe organization brand extension did not always reflect the personality ofthe brand valuation consumers
(Diamantopoulos, Smith, & Grime, 2005), The success of branding strategies to enhance the reputation of the three
hospitals using the brand extension can not be separated because of the cooperation between the intem from the
front line ofthe liner to the hospital management.

Brand extension is performed by the three hospitals trying adapted vision, mission, beliefs of the internal
hospital, and the expectations or needs of the mmmunity, so as to enhance the reputation of the hospital. Various
expansion of health care services performed by the hospital are always adjusted to the class in the new service, in
a sense to increase the value of new service offerings that are higher, and can signiflcantly improve the reputation of
the hospital. All these are evidenced bythe three hospitals have many patients who are loyal, the increasing gro6h
of new patients each year, and able to work with various government agencies or private-insatansi.

People as consumers in choosing a product or service is not independent of the psychological process
of mutual influence (Kotler & Keller, 2012). Psychologically the success of a hospital building a strong brand is
inseparable from the social factors that influence people's perceptions of acceptance brand extension products are
gffered to meet the needs of the patient care services. Koller and Keller (2012) explains that the effect of group,
family, social roles and status wtll influence consumer behavior towards buying a product. Expansion of the brand
is carried by one of the many hospitals are expanding networks indidvidu cooperation with individual patient or in
cooperation with government and private agencies. Collegial cooperate with the agency would psychologically
affect the members of three things: an individual can display new behaviors and lifestyle, aftitude and self inidvidu
have the same concept with the group, and influencing members to choose the same product and brand (Kofler
& Keller, 2012). Overall psychological processes that affecl consumers or the public in choosing a product is not
independent of perception (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007; Kotler & Keller, 2012), as an individual in the process of
selecting, combining, and interpreting information that comes to getting a thorough understanding of ihe picture
world. lt is not only influenced by the physical stimulus but also the relationship between stimulus anJenvironmental
conditions surrounding the individual (Aaker & Keller, 

,1990; 
Kofler & Keller, 2012).

Marketing division of an organization directly responsible for marketing the product brand in the mmmunity
let consider the psychological plocesses that will affect consumer behavior in choosing a product. An effori should
be made to the marketing side aftempted to identifr/ demographic characteristics and psikographic, identifying the
appropriate media to market their products and to communicate information to consumers lXotter a Xelei ZOtZ;.
It is the efforts made a organsasi in doing business functions in addition to proflt as well to meet the needs of
consumers.
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LlTri:::-s -::=:, ==:.:-, =--a.chers uslng qualitative methods with multiple case study approach
in three 'o* =.: ==€:---e-. :-: , sa ex!€'renclng supply mnstraints survey respondents to provide information
and limrr€ia-s :' a ,.-':, :'=-::-:a cocuments to the concerned hospital. The time period used in this study
approx ne3 . : --- -,:,=s :' :-. : ot stidy and information gathering to the achievement of the saturation point,
where tie -':-:::- -i- -.'.:. extracted again from all respondents from all three hospitals. Limitations of the
study,s c^ r 's:=: :: :: :€-s 'g fme provided by each hospital.

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conc-s c^ : ai a oolrgh three of the hospital are a hospital that has a different mission, but to expand the
brand, branc rg srategy. to enhance its reputation.The three hospitals are equally doing branding strategy explicifly
or not the actv fes of business marketing skategy. This is proven by the brand extension strategy is canied out
with various prodl,cts of health care services that are produced in the form of promises and commilments they will
be of concern to publlc health. Expansion of the brand is done to get customer satisfaction in providing health care
services, providing ease of access to health information, and patient mmfort of the facility when being treated in
hospital,

Top products as a form of brand extension of the hospital is one of the achievements, as it reflects the
strength and identity of the hospital. The three hospitals are also always make efforts to repair and development
of the physical aspect or quality of health care services by minimizing various internal or external obstacles faced
and is based on the vision, mission and internal shength. The constraints associated with limited space and the
development of physical facilities, lack of human resources that would support the change, lack of communication
both internally and internal hospital. Ability of the hospital in expanding brand is also able to enhance his reputation,
so that people can give a positive perception of the hospital. According to Abimbola and Kocak (2007) explains that
reputation is a result that will always follow the success of an organization when issuing brandingnya on the market.
The more achievements by a hospital it will be more positive public perception, so that it will strengthen the brand
identity or a hospital. _

Practical suggestion for development of hospital is the need for improved quality communication systems
with a variety of open communication skills training in internal hospital. Effectiveness analysis is the accuracy of
promotion of the use of media as a medium of external communications at the hospital by comparing people's
perceptions and reasons for the patient to the hospital for lreatment. Constraints are aware of the availability of
human resources and supporting the change can be overcome by a variety of training skills to provide excellent
service for employees (medical staff) who have been there and working with health education institutions which
have good accreditation as a provider of reliable labor.

For the future studies will further clarify the dynamics of brand extension to the hospital carried out by the
method of multiple methods to obtain more comprehensive results. The addition ofquantitative methods to approach
the scale ofthe survey orexperiment and involve external hospital are stakeholders orpublichealth services users
hospitals. Then the results are compared, so find out more about the effective use of brand extension done to
improve the reputation of the hospital the hospital. Researchers also can research further more in depth about the
dimensions of brand extension which affects the hospital. lt is possible on further research can be done in other
service or manufacturing companies that are developing or deal with changes market.
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